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ABSTRACT. Some properties of a path space and the fun
damental group cr(X, xq^G) of a topological transformation 
group (X, G, %) are described. It is shown that cr(Xf xq, H) is 
a normal subgroup of 히X,a：o,G) if 日 is a normal subgroup 
of G ; Let (X, G, tt) be a transformation group with the open 
action property. If every identification map p : S(X, x, G) —> 
<t(X, a:, (7) is open for each x 三 X, then A induces a homeo
morphism between the fundamental groups a(X,«(),《구) and 

구) where A is a path from xg to yo in X } The 
space <t(X, ®o, is an JET-space if the identification map p : 
S(X,xq,G) —► a(X, xq,G) is open in a topological transfor
mation group (X, C구, 7F).

This paper deals with some properties of the fundamental group 
cr(X, of a transformation group (X, (7, tf) which is a generaliza
tion of the fundamental group 7Ti(X,xo) of a topological space X.

Our results are motivated by the paper of F. Rhodes [3]. Unless 
otherwise stated in this paper most of terminologies and notations 
come from [1] and [2].

A topological transformation group, or briefly, a transformation 
group is a triple (X, G, 7r) where X is a topological space called the 
phase space, G is a topological group called the phase group, and

tv : G x X —> X, (引, ⑦) 1——> 7T(引, ;r) = gx

is a continuous map such that
(i) ex x for all ⑦ G X, where e is the identity element of G,
(ii) g(hx) = (gh)x for all g, h E G and x E X [2].
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Let (JC, (7,7T)be a transformation group. Let I be the unit interval 
[0,1]. For a fixed point xq of X, let E(X, xq^G) be a set of all elements 
(/, g) in X1 x G for which f : I ——> X is a continuous map such that 
jT(O) = xq and /(I) = gxQ for some element g E G. This element 
(/，功) of a(X, 아, G) is called a path f of order g with base point xq. 
If X1 is topologized by the compact open topology, then S(X, xq^ G) 
is regarded as a subspace of the product space X1 x G of the function 
space X1 and the topological group G.

Now we define a homotopic relation R on E(X, ⑦⑴ (구) as follows : 
Let (f, 우) and (f\g) be two elements of E(X, 구). We say that 
(J,g) and (f ,g) are homotopic, denoted by (f,g) 〜 if and 
only if there exists a continuous map F i I x I ——> X such that

F(s,0) = /(s), F(s,1) = /'(s) for 0 < ^ < 1,
2구(0,/) = 知, 2구(1,0 = "o for 0 < / < 1.

Then, since this homotopic relation R is an equivalence relation on 
E(X,x0,G) for every element g oi G the set of paths of order g is 
divided into homotopy classes. The set of these homotopy classes of 
E(X,xo,G) with the identification topology determined by the iden
tification map p : a(X, ⑦o,(우) ——> 八 G)/R will be denoted by
a(X, ⑦o人구), i-e., (八X, G) = a(X, 紀o, G)/R and the homotopy class 
of a path f of order g will be denoted by [f; g]. Two homotopy classes 
of paths of different orders gi and 우2 are distinct, even if giXQ = 우2^0.

Let two paths j\ and f[ of order gi be homotopic and two paths 九 

and of order be homotopic, and let F be a homotopy between 
fi and , and let Ff be a homotopy between 九 and . If we define 
a map H : I x I ——> X by the equation

t) =〔 2고(2M) if 0 ☆ 드 1/2,
내’ ' —1 g『iF'(2s — M) if 1/2 < ^ < 1,

then, clearly, is a well-defined continuous map. Moreover, the map 
H is the desired homotopy between j\ + gif2 and + gif2- Thus 
two paths fi + gi and + gi are homotopic. Therefore the map

: cr(A”,a：o,G) X cr(X, :r0, <우) 一—> cr(X, (우)
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defined by the equation

/』*([」fl； 아], Lf2； 우2]) = [/l； 如 * [f2] 92] = Lfl +51/2； 5=]

is a well-defined rule of composition in a(X,:r(), (우)• This composition 
is associative. If e denotes the identity element of the group G and 
Xq denotes the constant map Xq : I ——> ⑦⑴ then [a%; e] is an identity 
element for this rule of composition. Furthermore, if p denotes the 
map from I to I which maps s to 1 — <s, then given any homotopy 
시ass [/;g] of order g, [g^fp] 우—1] is a homotopy class of order 厂1, 
and

[/; 9] * [厂\/>；3厂x] = ⑵-1/"“1] * Lf； 이 = [4； 4
Thus the set cr(X, :r()?(9) with the rule of composition defined above 
forms a group. This group a(X, x0,G) will be called the fundamen
tal group of a transformation group (X, (7,7「) with base point xq [3]. 
The fundamental group a(X, xq^G) clearly contains the fundamental 
group 7Ti(X, xo) of 孔 topological space X as a subgroup. So the con
cept of the fundamental group a(X,⑦o,(우) °f a transformation group 
(X, (구, 7r) is a generalization of the fundamental group x0) of a 
topological space X.

Let (X,(구, %) be a transformation group and A be a path in X from 
xq to yo • We define a map

A* : cr(X,xq,G) —>(t(X,?/o,(우)

by the equation
人*([/； 引) = [사서"/ +砂; 如

Then the map A* is a group isomorphism of G) to a(X, j/o, fiO
[이.

1. Subgroups of a(X, ⑦구)

We will obtain a result that the normality of subgroup of the funda
mental group G) behaves well whenever the given subgroup
of the phase group G is normal.

THEOREM 1. Let (』¥,(?,%) be a transformation group and let H 
be a subgroup of G. Then the fundamental group a(X^xo^H) is a 
subgroup of a(X,

PROOF: It is straightforward.
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THEOREM 2. Let (X, G, 7t) be a transformation group. If H is a 
normal subgroup of G, then cr(X, xq^H) is also a normal subgroup of 
a(A\ xq} G).

PROOF: From Theorem 1, a(X, is a subgroup of a(X,:r(), (우)•

Let [J; g] be an arbitrary element of a(X^XQ^G) and be an 
arbitrary element of a(X, xq^H). Then

tf；우r1 * Lf'；zi *【/；이 = [厂⑦厂1] * [/'；厂] * if；引

= fp + 3厂1우-1오] * [/; a]
= [g^fp + 厂 7' + 厂 V」f； ff—M

Since 及 is a normal subgroup of (구, g—g'g belongs to H. so [/; 우]—1 ♦ 

[/';gf] ♦ [/;g] is an element of Therefore a(X,아己모) is
a normal subgroup of a(X, xo,G).

THEOREM 3. Let (X, G, 7「) be a transformation group. If A is 
a subgroup of the fundamental group a(X,XQ,G) of (X,G,%), then 
H = {g E G \ [f; g] E A} is a subgroup of G.

PROOF: Let g and gf be two elements of H. Then there exist [/; g] 
and [/'； 오'] in A. [f;g] ♦ [/'；/] = [/ + 우/'; ■'] belongs to A since 
A is a group, so ggf is an element of H. For [/; g] 6 A, [/； 우]-1 = 

[g"1 f p] g"1] is an element of A. Hence 厂1 is an element of H. This 
means 丘 is a subgroup of G.

THEOREM 4. Let (X, (7,7T)be a transformation group. Let the 
orbit Gxq of an element xq E X be path connected. If N is a normal 
subgroup of the fundamental group cr(X,:ro, (우), then H = {g E G \ 
Lf ； d] € 向} is a normal subgroup of G.

PROOF: By Theorem 3, 2『 is a subgroup of G. Let g be an element 
of G. Then there exists an element [f\g] in apf, a：o5(우), since the 
orbit Gxq of xq is path connected. If [/'; gf] is an element of N, then 
[/； 이]—1 * [/'；以'] * [/； 이] 6 N. So g—g1 g G H. Thus jH「is a normal 
subgroup of G.
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2. The Space S(X,o：o,(우)

Let (X, G, 7r) be a transformation group. Given a topological space 

s(x,zo,Q
= {(J\sO ex1 xG\ y(0) = :To,/(l) = "o for some g G G}

as a subspace of the product space X1 x G, we will construct two 
continuous functions q>\ of E(X, ⑦甘 이우) to E(X, 이o 수우) and 砂入 of 

《구) in the following theorems.
THEOREM 5. Let A : I ——> X be a path with A(0) = xQ and 

A(l) = yo = hxQ for an element h of G. If

느px : S(X, ⑦⑴ (우) —+ 分(데 !/o,(주)

is a function such that

“((☆)) = ( 사GAW1) fora』J (JMgSGQW?), 

then(p\ is continuous.

PROOF: Let (f,g) be an arbitrary element of S(-¥, a?o,G) and let 
((K, W) x£T)nS(X, yo, G) be a subbasic open neighborhood of “((/, 
g)) = (Ap + f^ghT1) in S(X,j/oJ우), where K is compact in I, W is 
open in X and H is an open neighborhood of ghT1 in G. It is clear 
that ((K7, W) x Hh)「1 S(X, ⑦⑴ G) is an open neighborhood of (/, g), 
where K1 = {2k — 1 | A: € K}. Suppose that (fi,gi) € ((Jf'9 W) x 
Hh) n S(X, x0,G). Then(px((f뉴91)) = (Ap + fi.gih"1). We have 
to show that 竹x((/i,히)) belongs to ((K, W) x H)Q S(X, ?/o, (우). For 
each k E K,

rx 나、a、_ J 사@0 if 0。으1/2,
(P A)()- | ^(2^-1) if 1/2 < fc < 1,

which is clearly an element of W. Since g\ belongs to Hh, gihr1 is 
an element of W. Since gi belongs to Hh, gihT1 is an element of H. 
Therefore (月a((/i,이i)) = (Ap + fiwhr1) belongs to ((K, W) x H) n 
S(X, yo^G). Thus we have that <p\ is continuous.

DEFINITION 1: A transformation group (X, (7, 기「) has the open ac- 
tion property if for every point x E X and for every open set O in(우, 

7r(O x {x}) = Ox is an open subset in X.
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LEMMA 6. Let (X, G,7t) be a transformation group with the open 
action property. Let A be a compact subset of X and g E G. If 
7r({gr} x A) = gA is contained in an open subset W of X, then there 
exists an open neighborhood O of the identity element e of G such 
that OgA C W9 where OgA = 7r(0g x A).

PROOF: Since (X, G, it) has the open action property, the set Oxgx 
is an open neighborhood of gx for every x E A and for every open 
neighborhood O of e. We can assume that every Oxgx is contained in 
W and Ox-Ox C Ox without loss of generality, because 7r is continuous 
and G is a topological group. gA = 7r({gr} x A) is compact in X, since 
7T is continuous and {우} x A is compact inGxX. The family {Oxgx | 
x G A} is an open covering of the compact subset gA of X. So there 
exists a finite subcovering {OXlgxi^..., OXngxn} of {Oxgx | x G A}. 
Let O = 0X1 Pl • • • Cl OXn. The set O is an open neighborhood of e.

OgAcO- U • • • U OXngxn)
c O • OX1gxr U … U O • OXngxn
CO£lgx1U--UOXngxn
C W.

So OgA is contained in W.

THEOREM 7. Let (J¥\ (구, 7T)be a transformation group with the 
open action property and let X : I ——> X be a path with A(0) = xq 
and A(l) = y0 = hx()for some element h of G. If

仏 : E(X,:ro,(우) — :2(入,해0, (우)

is defined by

가x((M) = (f + 9〉gh) for all (f,g) e E(&z：o,<우),

then Vix is a continuous function.

PROOF: Let (/，우) be an arbitrary element of S(X,:z：o,C구) and let 
((K\ W) x 互)nE(X, be a subbasic open neighborhood of %a((/, 
g)) = (/ + gX,gh), where K is compact in I, W is open in X and H 
is an open neighborhood of gh in G. Let a : I ——> I be defined by 
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a(t) = 2t — 1 for all t E I. Since K is compact, Aa(K) is a compact 
subset of X. Set A = Aa(K). From the above lemma, there exists 
an open neighborhood O of e in G such that OgA is contained in TV, 
since gA C W.

Suppose that (fi,gi) is an element of ((2KDI, W) x (心)nS(X,:z：o, 
G). For every k € ,

W(/i = ))W = (/i+»(k)
= ( /i(2fc) if 0< A: <1/2,
= i 우iA(2A —1) if l/2<k< 1.

It is clear that fi(2k) € W for 0 < A? < 1/2 and giX(2k — 1) 6 W for 
1/2 < fc < 1 and k e K since gi € Og. Hence 砂入(((2衣「11, W) x Og)「\ 

S(X,xo,^)) is contained in ((Jf, W} x H) Pl S(X, a?o,G). Therefore 
少入 is a continuous function of S(X, x0, G).

3. Fundamental Group a(A\ ⑦(),(구)

We define a multiplication

I丄 : S(X, a：o,fiO x E(X, :ro,C구) —► S(X,:ro,(우)

by

어((/1,51),(/2,切2)) =- (/2,以2)= (/1 +fl『l/2,3M2)

where the path fi + gif2 ：『 ——> X is defined by

사노 … (아) if0<.<l/2,Cfi 어九)(이 一 仁甘2(2― 巧 if 1/2 < s < L

Then we have the following theorem :

THEOREM 8. The multiplication map(丄 in the space S(X,:z：o,(고) is 
continuous.

PROOF: Let ((fi,우i),(Zz,gt2)) be an arbitrary element of E(X,Xo, 
(7) X S(X, 牧川) and let ((K, W) x H) A E(X, 우) be a subbasic 
open neighborhood of X(A,SI),(/2,우2)) = (fi + 9if2,9i92), where 
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K is compact in I, W is open in X and H is an open neighborhood 
of gig2 in G. Let

Ki = {2시 A G [0,1/2] QK}, = {2k — 1 | 6 [1/2,1] Cl K}

and 2『i, H2 be open neighborhoods of g『i, g2, respectively such that 
H1H2 C H. Then clearly

and ((Jf2, g^1 W) x £T2)nS(X, x0, G)

are open neighborhoods of (/i,gti) and (/z,gtz), respectively.
Suppose that (/1,우1) G x H) Cl S〔&r0,(주) and 서/2,切2)

E ((짜川己印) x H) PI S(J¥\:r(),(우). To show that 사 is continuous, 
it suffices to show that (j\ + 日：i/z,우 152)belongs to ((Jif, W) x H) PI 
S(X, xo,G). It is clear that /i(2fc) € W for 0 < < 1/2, k E K and 
9if2(2>k — 1) G TF for 1/2 < k < k E K. Therefore, for k 三 K,

(f 노 f、=_f fi(아:) if0<fc<l/2,(/1 9W ) - | 乳휴逃 — 1) if l/2<k< 1,

belongs to W. Since 51 G ，우2 三 方『2 and Hi • H2 C H, g^2 
is an element of H. Thus 아((/i,gi),(/沙化)) = (/i + 91/2,9192) is 
an element of ((If, W) x 方T) Pl S(A\ 짜,(우)- This means that 아 is 
continuous.

DEFINITION 2: An H-space consists of a topological space X to
gether with a continuous multiplication p, : X 乂 X ——> X for which 
the constant map c : X ——> X is a homotopy identity, that is, the 
diagram

commutes up to homotopy : 아 o (c, 1) 스:L c으/』o (1, c).

COROLLARY 9. If the identification map p : S(X,xo,G) ——> 
cr(X, ▽, (우) is open, then the space a(』¥,:z：o, G) is an H-space.
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PROOF: We have the commutative diagram

SGX>0,<우) X S(X,zo, (우) 一上— S(A>0,(우)

pxp \p
소 丄

a(X,:ro ,<우) x(八X, xq , (7) -------> a(X, xQ, (7)
아*

where p*(Lfi；9i],[/2；fi시) = Lfi=] * [A^2] = [/1 + fif2,gi92] for all 
(Lfi； 우i],Lf2；5tz]) € <7(X5 xoyG)x a(X, xq^G). It is clear that pxp is an 
open map. By Theorem 8, 사 is continuous. Thus the multiplication 
map 內 in <7(-¥,xo,G) is continuous from the above diagram.

Now we have to show that the constant map a% : I ——> Xq is a 
homotopy identity, in other words, the diagram

(x' 1) (1 x')
cr(X, a：o，《구) 一으一► cr(X, ：r0,(구) X a(X, 知, G) <--스으- cr(X,J：o,(우) 

으 b ' 

cr(X,:ro,(우)

commutes up to homotopy, i.e., 사*o(a^, 1) 스 1 으 사*o(l, ⑦서). But since 
[xq； e] is the identity element of the fundamental group a(X,⑦甘, (우), 

for every [/; g] 6 a(X, G),

(內 o(4,l))[/；4 = [4；e]*[/;切
= LM
=
= (m*°(i,4))[/;4-

So the diagram commutes. Hence /』* o (짜, 1) 스i 1 으 內 o (1,2%).
The fundamental groups and 7ri(X,yo) of a topological

space X are known to be isomorphic if yQ is in the path connected com
ponent of xq. For the fundamental groups cr(X, a?0, G) and cr(X, j/o, G) 
of a transformation group (X, (7, %), if yo is in the path connected 
component of 鉛(), then cr(X, xq, G) and (八X%,G) are isomorphic 
[3]. This result leads us to consider a homeomorphism between the 
topological spaces a(X, ⑦0시우) and a(X,yo,G) with respect to the 
identification topologies.
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THEOREM 10. Let (X, (우, 7r) be a transformation group with the 
open action property. Let A : I ——> X be a path with A(0) = Xq 
and A(l) = 的 = hx()for some element h in G. If every identification 
map p : S(X, x,(?) ——► a(X, ⑦, (구) is open for each x E X, then the 
path A induces the homeomorphism A* between fundamental groups 
a(X, xq, G) and (八X, y0,G).

PROOF: The path A : I ——> X induces an isomorphism A半 : 

a(X, 丈0, (우) ——> a(X, yo,(우) of fundamental groups [3]. We will show 
that this A* is a homeomorphism of cr(X,丈凶 (우) to a(A\yo, (우) with 
respect to the identification topologies.

It is clear that the diagram

▼bx<><px
S(X,zo,G) -> E(X,?/o,Q

(%) ((사)+ /) +砂,北-1)

|하Ap° 竹 Ap

Vg。—% •이 X E(X,:ro,(우)

((A + (Xp + /) + 이시 + 9 사八 ff)

commutes. The path ((A + (Ap + /) + gX) + gXp>9)is homotopic to 
(/,g) [3]. Since the identification map p : E(X, a?, G) ——► cr(X,:r, G), 
x E X, is open, the above diagram induces the following diagram of 
continuous functions :

(7(入,3：o,(우) ---- > a(X,y0,(9)
(사))*•사 \丄 |(사)*

a(X,x0,G)

which is commutative. Then (Ap)* o A* is the identity map of cr(X, a：o, 
(우). It can be shown that A* o(Ap)J|t is the identity map of cr(X, yo, G). 
Hence the map A# is a homeomorphism of a(X,:z：o,(우) to 이o,(우)•
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